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victory, even allowing for a great number of abstentions,
was decisive. The local fascists were furious at this defeat
and gave out that they would prevent the socialist adminis-
tration from functioning. The day before the installation
of the Council they posted up typed notices announcing
battle for the next day and asking women and children to
keep well away from the centre of the city, where the town
hall, the Palazzo d'Accursio, was situated.
The victors had been elected by an enormous majority of
the population, but what were they to do ? Appeal to the
prefect or the state to have their mandate respected and its
result enforced ? Had anyone dared to suggest it he would
have been howled down as a traitor by the crowd of wind-
bags who lost their heads at the first shot fired by the fascists.
Since the state was nothing but the c executive committee
of the bourgeoisie ' nothing could be expected of it. In point
of fact socialist deputies and mayors, besides secretaries of
syndicates and Chambers of Labour, spent quite a lot of time
at ministries and prefectures, asking for all sorts of things :
the concession of public works, credit for co-operatives,
nomination or dismissal of officials, even orders of knighthood.
Such demands were apparently venial or at any rate not
against their principles. But how could they ask for state
intervention for the defence of a municipality and the
enforcement of respect for democratic institutions, in the very
town where a year ago the Socialist Party Congress had
declared that these institutions must be abolished, and where
the party branch was dominated by communists ? There
were actually negotiations between the Chamber of Labour
and the authorities, which ended in a vague compromise,
an undertaking being apparently given not to hoist the red
flag. But at party headquarters it was decided ; * We will
defend ourselves against the fascists *. Cases of bombs were
brought to the Palazzo and revolvers distributed; but the job
was left to inexperienced hands and, as so often happens, to
agents provocateurs. At the ceremony of installation the com-
munist Gnudi, after being named mayor by the council,
stepped on to the balcony, surrounded by party flags, to greet
the crowd collected in the square. Pigeons were released
with red streamers attached to their tails, It was maximalist

